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Abstract—In curriculum development, syllabus creation is an important activity. The need for a syllabus repository and data extraction is essential for creating a new syllabus. Faculties do this job manually by adding topics from their intelligence as well as analyzing syllabuses of the same course available on the search engine. Because it is a time-consuming job, this research aims to propose and implement a text-analyzing tool. The methodology is used, first to create a syllabus repository of computer science courses, do data extraction & normalization, analyzes the contents of different syllabuses, and suggests the contents to the faculties. This tool is experimented on the sample syllabus of C Programming. The result of the tool is that it suggests the topics that can be included in the syllabus to the faculties. The time and effort required to create a syllabus are reduced by using this tool. In the future, weightage to the syllabuses can be given for classification that will give more accurate results while analyzing syllabuses. This tool can be improved by using machine learning algorithms for creating syllabus repositories and data extraction. Semantic comparison can give more accurate results by creating a specific model for computer terminologies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The syllabus plays a vital role in education. A syllabus is an important resource for faculties, students, and learners [1]. The syllabus consists mainly of course objectives, course contents, course outcomes, learning methods, online resources, references, etc. It is defined by members of the academic team [2, 3]. The most important part of the syllabus is its contents. Syllabus creators in universities create new syllabuses as and when it is required. They also take references from search engines.

This research proposed and implemented a methodology for creating and analyzing syllabuses of computer science courses that will
1) Create an automatic syllabus repository of pdf from search engines.
2) Extracting the contents using either of two ways.
   a) Create individual text files of syllabuses manually from pdfs, by keeping only the syllabus contents.
   b) Extract the contents automatically from PDFs and normalize them.
3) This paper implements two different algorithms after data extraction to analyze different syllabus contents
   a) The first algorithm finds the frequency of occurrences of every topic among different syllabuses.
      Sort the topics in the decreasing order of their frequency and display them to the syllabus creator.
   b) The second algorithm finds the semantic similarity value of every topic of the syllabus among different syllabuses. Sort the topics in decreasing order of their semantic similarity value and show it to the syllabus creator.

This tool helps the syllabus creator to view and analyze the material from other computer science syllabuses (licensed appropriately). It gives suggestions to the syllabus creator about the contents that can be added by faculties in their syllabus. Tool suggest as per the contents in the repository. This tool can suggest core as well as specific topics. The faculty can use this suggestion, can combine one or more suggestions, can add new topics, or filter it while creating his/her syllabus.

This tool is important because it gives suggestions to the syllabus creator about the topics that can include which will reduce the manual work. Its impact is to save time and effort, and reduce repetitive activities in the syllabus creation process.

The structure of the paper is: Section II contains background and related work. Section III states the problem. Section IV states the research hypothesis. Section V contains materials and methods that explain the methodology implemented by the text-analyzing tool. Section VI contains results and discussion that describe insight into the tool. Section VII discusses the conclusion and future work.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. The Creation of a Repository of Syllabuses and Extracting Contents

Research has been done on creating intelligent queries to send to search engines, creating repositories, text retrieval, converting unstructured into structured content, and creating their content & publish it to the web. Researchers developed a database of the syllabus. They used an efficient crawling mechanism for these purposes [4].

Searching on the web is an error-prone and time-consuming process because of irrelevant links on the web. Yu et al. [5] take the syllabuses from search engines and convert the unstructured syllabi into structured syllabi using various techniques. They created a structured syllabus repository that is accessible for searching Text Books, Syllabus contents, and other syllabus-related attributes.

Tungare et al. [6] created a syllabus repository for Courses at US universities. They also created a tool that allows professors to create syllabuses and publish them to the repository.
Joorabchi and Mahdi [7] worked on creating a national syllabus repository in Ireland. They developed and tested a prototype for the syllabus repository. It is a semi-automated framework for the national repository system.

B. The Semantic Analysis

There are studies related to the need for semantic analysis, methods used to do semantic analysis, improving the existing methods of semantic analysis, and combining the different methods on different data sets.

There is a need to improve techniques for teaching and learning that lead to how curricula are modeled and managed semantically [8–12].

Saquicela et al. [13] addressed a proposal to find the similarities between academic content by using semantic technologies and text mining.

Natural language is one of the important and difficult techniques in the field of artificial intelligence; the results of text retrieval are needed in many applications [14, 15]. According to Jelodar et al. [16], searching in the field for the meaning of words is needed.

The Word2vec technique is used to perform semantic analysis [17]. Maulud et al. [18] compared recent NLP techniques and conclude that advanced semantic methods have good accuracy.

Chen et al. [19] examined the biomedical domain for finding the performance of sentence similarity. In this research, a study of PubMed documents was conducted to determine the effectiveness of sentence similarity measures for sentence ranking. For sentence ranking, neither lexical nor semantic measures provide the desired results.

The attention weight method, syntactic information, and semantic information are all combined by Quan et al. to create a novel tree kernel for sentence similarity called the ACVT kernel [20].

Peng et al. [21] propose an improved Enhanced-RCNN model for sentence similarity. The architecture of Enhanced-RCNN is not as complicated as the BERT model. Based on the experimental results, Enhanced-RCNN exceeds baseline levels and achieves a competitive return on two real-world data sets.

C. The Automatic Generation of Questions and Evaluation

Research has been done on the automatic creation of question papers and evaluation of answer sheets.

Das et al. [22] suggested the automatic generation of questions and evaluating their answers. They extracted key phrases from the course curriculum (syllabus), and from that, they generate questions. A set of model answers was taken from different textbooks and subject experts to evaluate the answers of students’ responses.

Ragasudha and Saravanan [23] did automatic question paper generation by creating a database of questions with bloom taxonomy and also evaluating the answer which is computerized in a subjective format using a keyword matching algorithm.

The previous studies do not compare the various syllabuses of the same courses and also do not suggest the topics that can be included in the syllabus to the syllabus creator.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

It is always a cumbersome job for faculties to manually create syllabi by analyzing various syllabuses. Research has been done regarding automatic syllabus repository creation and semantic comparisons. But no research has been done on analyzing various syllabuses of the same course. In this paper, this research proposes and implements a text-analyzing tool for creating a repository of computer science courses, analyzing various syllabuses of the same course, and giving suggestions to the faculties about the topic that can be included in syllabuses.

IV. RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS

The tool for creating syllabus repositories and analyzing the syllabuses will reduce the amount of time and effort of faculties during syllabus creation. This research will let the education field and the researchers will start working on the automation of creating syllabuses.

V. MATERIALS AND METHODS

This research developed the text analyzing tool using python programming language, streamlit framework, and MySQL database management system.

The methodology first created the repository of syllabuses of a particular course from a search engine and extracts the contents from the syllabuses given in the pdf. After that compare the different syllabuses and find similar topics. And then output the topics to the syllabus creator in the descending order of their occurrences or semantic similarity value.

The steps followed by methodology are shown in Fig. 1.
The methodology described in Fig. 1 consists of four methodologies having some common modules. A description of each of the methodologies is given in subsections.

A. Methodology 1

The steps followed by Methodology 1 are
- Firstly create repository
- And extract contents manually
- And compare syllabuses by finding the frequency of each topic
- And finally, output the results

A detailed description of the steps are

1) Create a repository

Firstly the module creates a syllabus repository from a search engine. The detailed process of creating the repository module is shown in Fig. 2.

![Flow chart explaining the process used by the tool for creating the repository.](image)

The syllabus available on search engines is in various formats such as PDF, HTML, WORD, etc ([13]). But this research is limited to only PDFs. This module creates a repository of pdf syllabus files ([7]). To create a syllabus repository first set n to 100 and i to 0 (n is the number of syllabuses that need to be downloaded). Send the name of the syllabus to the search engine and download the syllabus one by one from the search engine to the structured folder for later retrieval [6]. The documents found in the repository are of three type’s full syllabus, syllabus of one subject, and noise. Manually removed the full syllabus and noise from the repository and kept only the syllabus of one subject in the repository.

2) Extract contents manually

This module extracted the contents manually. Because extracting contents from pdf is itself a big research topic. This module created separate text files for each of the syllabi in pdf manually. After extraction, it becomes easier for the tool to compare various contents.

![Steps implemented by the tool for finding the most frequent topics in various syllabuses.](image)
3) **Compare syllabuses by finding the frequency of each topic**

Sometimes faculty want to see the relevancy and importance of a particular topic by finding how many other syllabuses, the topic is included. This methodology has done this by finding the frequency of different topics. This module finds occurrences of each topic in the syllabus repository. The detailed process is shown in Fig. 3.

In past research, work has been done to analyze the contents of academics ([13]). This technique shown in Fig. 3 analyzes course contents of different syllabuses and found the most frequent topics.

This comparison mechanism can be used as a similarity score. This tool recommends to its users what topics can be included in their syllabuses by finding the most frequent topics in various syllabuses. This will enable future tools to recommend textbooks, course objectives, course outcomes, etc. obtained from the set of various syllabi [6].

For example, there are three syllabuses the first syllabus has a topics array, function, and pointer. The second syllabus has a topics array, structure, and pointer. The third syllabus has the topics union, pointer, and file handling.

By finding frequency pointer occurred 3 times, the array occurs 2 times, and function, structure, union, and file handling each occurs one time. So the output will be in descending order of their frequency.

Fig. 4 is a screenshot of implemented tool. In this Fig., the user enters the name of the syllabus of which they want to see the most frequent topics.

Fig. 5 is another screenshot of implemented tool. It displays the most frequent topics in the syllabus of C Programming.

4) **Visualization of results**

Visualization of information is important to show the results [24]. This research used a streamlit framework for displaying the results.

**B. Methodology 2**

The steps followed by Methodology 2 are

- Firstly create repository
- And extract contents manually
- And compare syllabuses semantically and find semantic similarity value
- And output the results

![Fig. 4. Screenshot of the tool for course name input.](image)

![Fig. 5. Screenshot of the tool that displays the most frequent topics in different syllabuses.](image)
The detailed description of the steps followed by Methodology 2 is

1) Create a repository

In this step, the tool creates a repository automatically from the web. This step is the same as described in step 1 of Methodology 1.

2) Extract Contents Manually

In this step, the tool extracts the contents from each of the syllabi for further comparison. This step is the same as described in step 2 of Methodology 1.

3) Compare syllabuses semantically and find the semantic similarity value

This module calculates a semantic similarity value for each topic of the syllabus of the repository. If the repository has 3 syllabuses. Syllabus 1 has topics a1, a2, and a3. Syllabus 2 has topics b1, b2, and b3. Syllabus 3 has topics c1, c2, and c3. Topic a1 is semantically compared to b1, b2, b3, c1, c2, and c3. Topic a1 is semantically compared to b1, b2, b3, c1, c2, and c3. The value comes after each comparison is between 0 and 1, Sum up all the values. Similarly, each topic of one syllabus is compared with the topics of other syllabuses, and the semantic similarity count for that topic is calculated. Topics will be sorted in descending order of their semantic similarity count.

The semantic approach can improve the results and accuracy. For example, terms given in Table I are semantically similar in the syllabus so they must be counted as same terms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic 1</th>
<th>Topic 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Formal Parameters</td>
<td>Formal Arguments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop</td>
<td>Iteration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function Declaration</td>
<td>Function Prototype</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table I topic 1 is semantically similar to topic 2 of the same row. There are also many different sentences such as “Define an array”, “what is an array”, and “Introduction of an array” which are semantically similar. These semantic similar sentences can be identified during semantic comparison. So it will improve the accuracy as they are the same terms that can appear in different syllabuses. Taking another example of topics of Software Testing syllabuses is given in Table II.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic 1</th>
<th>Topic 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>Mistake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Box Testing</td>
<td>Glass Box Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume Testing</td>
<td>Flood Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing Goals</td>
<td>Testing Objectives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table II topic 1 is similar to topic 2 of the same row. Another example is syllabus creator may write the topics in different ways such as “Attributes of testing” or “Testing attributes”, “Characteristics of test case” or “Test case characteristics” etc.

From the above examples, it is clear that there is a need to find similar topics as many topics are presented in different ways or have different names for the same topic. So there is a need to do a semantic comparison.

This module compares each topic of each syllabus with other topics of other syllabuses and finds the total semantic similarity count for each topic. The process is shown in Fig. 6. Using a spacy large English model for semantic comparison [25]. It can be further improved by training a model for computer terminologies.

4) Visualization of results

This step will display the topics in descending order of their semantic value.

C. Methodology 3

Methodology 3 will do

- Firstly create repository
- And then extract contents automatically
- And then normalizing the text
- And compare Syllabuses by finding the frequency of each topic
- And output the results

A detailed description of methodology 3 is given below

1) Create a repository

In this step, the tool creates a repository of syllabuses automatically from the web. This step is the same as described in step 1 of Methodology 1

2) Extract contents automatically

This module extract contents from syllabuses automatically, observed 100 syllabuses for C Programming, and found the most frequent terms for starting and end points of syllabus contents. Table III contains some common terms for starting and end points of syllabus contents. The contents of the syllabus are in between starting and end points ([7]). In the future, this process can be improved by building an automatic classifier that will allow us to find the start and end points of syllabi. This can be improved by the process of finding topical terms by using machine learning algorithms such as the decision tree algorithm [26], support vector machines, or Naive Bayes methods [26] for this purpose.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start Point</th>
<th>End Point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UNIT-I</td>
<td>Text Books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module-I</td>
<td>Suggested Readings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session-1</td>
<td>Reference Books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter-1</td>
<td>RECOMMENDED BOOKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course Contents</td>
<td>BOOKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syllabus</td>
<td>Suggested Activities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3) Text normalization

This module uses normalization techniques that are removing stop words, handling whitespaces, converting to lowercase, and handling numbers, and removing header & footer from pdfs ([13]).
4) **Compare syllabuses by finding the frequency of each topic**

After normalization frequency of each topic in the repository is calculated. This step is the same as described in step 3 of Methodology 1.

5) **Visualization of results**

This step will display the topics in descending order of their frequency.

**D. Methodology 4**

Methodology 4 will do:

- Firstly create repository
- And then extract contents automatically
- And then normalizing the text
- Compare syllabuses semantically and find semantic value
- And output the results

A detailed description of methodology 4 is given below

1) **Create a repository**

In this step repository of syllabuses is created as in step 1 of Methodology 1.

2) **Extract contents automatically**

As there are many things in the syllabus other than the contents. Code is developed to find the core contents and extract the contents from pdfs. This step is the same as step 2 of Methodology 3

3) **Text normalization**

In this step, the tool normalizes the contents before comparison. This step is the same as described in step 3 of Methodology 3

4) **Compare syllabuses semantically and find semantic value**

After normalizing the text, this tool compares topics of one syllabus with another and calculates each topic’s semantic count. This step is the same as described in step 3 of Methodology 2

5) **Visualization of results**

This step will give the output in descending order by their semantic value.

**VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The results of this tool are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

The summary of the results of this tool are:

1) Firstly repository of the 100 syllabuses of C Programming is created from the web by executing the code.
2) Extracted the contents from the Syllabuses.
3) Compared the topics of the syllabuses of the C Programming
4) Give Suggestions about similar topics, the result is shown in Fig. 5.
Creating a model for computer terminology like the English syllabuses. This tool can also be improved by machine learning techniques to find out the start and end points of syllabuses. This research can also be improved by using language classifier to extract the contents. Problems while extracting contents 1) Most of the syllabuses available on search engines have syllabi of whole courses not of a single subject. 2) Tutorials, sessions, notes, etc documents are also coming while searching the syllabus of a particular course. 3) PDFs are having headers and footers, and this tool is unable to remove them automatically. 4) Syllabus contents on search engines are not of the same format. These problems can be resolved by training a machine language classifier to extract the content of a particular syllabus from the whole syllabus and identify the syllabuses from other academic documents. Code can be developed to remove the headers and footers from pdf automatically and convert the heterogeneous format documents extracted from the web into a single format. After extracting the contents this tool compares topics of various syllabuses. The result is promising and gives more frequent topics to appear in various syllabuses. This tool is also executed for semantic comparison among topics. Semantic comparison can be improved by creating a dedicated model for computer terminology and synonyms.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposed and implemented a tool that creates a syllabus repository of computer science courses from search engines and analyzes it. This tool first creates a syllabus repository in pdf format and extracts the contents. After that, this tool performs a comparison among topics using two different algorithms. The first algorithm finds out the most frequent topics in various syllabuses and the second finds the most frequent semantically similar topics.

In the future, the algorithm can be improved at many levels. It can be trained to create a syllabus repository from search engines. This research can also be improved by using machine learning techniques to find out the start and end points of syllabuses. This tool can also be improved by creating a model for computer terminology like the English model that will give more accurate results for semantic comparison of topics of computer science courses.
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